Dear Parent/Caregiver

From time to time the media approach the school, requesting co-operation in photographing, filming or interviewing students. The school also seeks to promote the achievements of students by naming them in material provided to the media or by arranging for them to be included in photographs for newspapers and the Internet or vision for television stories.

If you are willing for your student to be photographed, filmed, named or interviewed on topics that do not involve current issues or do not offer a personal insight, would you kindly sign the consent form below and return it to your student’s class teacher. This consent applies to school publications, the Northern Daily Leader, the Tamworth Times, 2TM, 92.9FM, 99.1FM ABC Radio, ABC TV, NBN and Prime Television.

You will be contacted specifically if your student may be required to offer an opinion on an issue or may be required to discuss something that could give a personal insight into themselves, your family or friends, or if the request is from media outside the local area.

The school understands that there can be many reasons why families may prefer that their students do not appear on the media or Internet, and respects your wishes. If you sign this consent form, but later wish to withdraw it, please notify the school so we can adjust our records accordingly. Otherwise, this permission will remain valid while your student is enrolled at the school. If you wish to discuss consent for your student to appear in the media or Internet, please feel free to contact me.

Lee Preston
Principal

I give permission for my son/daughter ________________________________ to be named, photographed, filmed and interviewed, in the circumstances outlined above on this consent form and in the Northern Daily Leader, the Tamworth Times, 2TM, 92.9FM, 99.1FM, ABC Radio, ABC TV, NBN and Prime Television; in the *school newsletter and other publications; and school and/or DET related promotions on the *World Wide Web. (*NOTE: If you wish to specifically withhold consent from any of the above media, school newsletter or World Wide Web, but retain permission for the remainder, please exclude them by crossing them off the form.)

I understand that if I wish to review my consent I will contact the school, otherwise the permission will remain valid whilst my child is enrolled at Tamworth Public School.

________________________________________________________________________ Date: ______ / ______ /_______

(Signature of Parent/Caregiver)